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1. Introduction
The results concerned with closed orientable surfaces in 4-space
obtained in [5] will be extended in the paper.
Things will be considered only from the piecewise-linear (or semilinear) and combinatorial point of view, and manifolds M, W etc., will
be combinatorial, orientable with an orientation, maps will be piecewiselinear with respect to (simplicial) subdivisions and generally homeomorphisms between manifolds will be orientation preserving. So that
Ma.M19 M=M2 and 3M=MZ will indicate obvious relations between the
orientations of manifolds, if meaningful, together with the usual set
theoretic meanings, where 3M is the boundary of M.
Let Mi be a closed w-manifold in an (w+2)-manifold Wf without
boundary, ί = l, 2. Precisely, there are subdivisions K{ and Li of M, and
Wi respectively such that K{ is a subcomplex of L{. For convenience, the
situation is simply said that Mt = |K { \ is in Wi =\Li\ in the rest of the
paper. Then Ml is iso-neighboring to M2 if there are regular neighborhoods
Ui of Mf in W ί f see [4], where UiCuWi and an onto homeomorphism
ψ : Ul-^U2 such that ψ(M1)=M2. By Theorem 1 of [4], the iso-neighboring relation is an equivalence relation.
In §2 two invariances the collection of singularities and the StiefelWhitney class under the iso-neighboring relation will be dealt with. Let
a closed ^-manifold M=\K\ be in an (w+2)-manifold W=\L\ without
boundary. For each point x of M, the links Lk(x, K) Lk(xy L) in K, L
are (n — 1)-, (n + l)-spheres respectively. Then M is said to be p-flat in
W if the link Lk(x> K) bounds an n-cell in Lk(x, L\ alternatively the
(n — 1, w + l)-knot (Lk(x, K\ Lk(x, L}) is trivial, where x€M- \KP~*\ and
K9 is the ^-skeleton of K (K~l is the empty set). The ^-flatness of M
in W is clearly invariant under the iso-neighboring relation. A 0-flat M
in W is alternatively said to be locally flat. For a 1-flat M in W the
collection of singularities of M in W will be defined, which is an in-
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variance under the iso-neighboring relation.
If K is a full subcomplex of L, then the star neighborhood N(K', L')
is a regular neighborhood, which consists of (w+2)-cells dual to vertices
of K in L, where X' denotes the first barycentric subdivision of X. In
general, a regular neighborhood U of M in W carries some properties
similar to those of normal bundles in differential topology. So that an
invariance ω, called the Stiefel-Whitney class, under the iso-neighboring
relation may be defined for M in W following the classical arguments
due to Seifert [7] and Whitney [8].
In the paper the boundary of a regular neighborhood of M in W is
called a tube of M in W, and for a mapping f:X-*Y, /*(/*) denotes
the induced homomorphism between cohomology groups of Y and X
(homology groups of X and Y).
The following will be established in §3.
Theorem A. Let a closed 3-manifold Mf be \-flat in ^-manifold Wi
without boundary, where / = 1,2. Then Mλ and M2 are iso-neighboring if
and only if there is an onto homeomorphism φ:Mί-^M2> such that Φ*(ω2)
= ω1 and they have the same collection of singularities.
By the argument due to [7] the Stiefel-Whitney class ω is the identity
if M is in euclidean (ft-f2)-sρace Rn+2. Thus,
Corollary to Theorem A. Let closed ^-manifolds M1 and M2 be ί-flat
in 5-space such that M1 and M2 are homeomorphic and symmetric. Then
they are iso-neighboring if and only if they have the same collection of
singularities. (We say that M is symmetric if there is an orientation
reversing homeomorphism onto itself.)
Moreover, Mxo is locally flat in MxR2 and its Stiefel-Whitney class
ω is the identity, where R2 is 2-space and o is the origin of R2. And
2
2
2
MxC is a regular neighborhood of Mxo in MxR where C is a 2-cell
containing o in its interior. Therefore,
Theorem B. // a closed ^-manifold M is locally flat in 5-space R5.
Then a regular neighborhood U of M in R* is the product of M and a 2-cell.
Finally, (1). Some results of the paper [4] will be used in this paper.
Although they were proved modulo the Schoenflies conjecture, they are
verified without the conjecture in virtue of Theorem (2.3) of [6].
(2). The detail of the proofs which were omitted in the paper [5]
will be seen in the paper, even if this paper concentrates upon 3-manifolds M.
The author thanks Masako Ujihara for her valuable discussions.
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2. Invariances
NOTATION A. Let M=\K\ be a closed ^-manifold in an (w+2)manifold W=\L\ without boundary, where it is assumed that K is a
full subcomplex of L, that is, the intersection of a simplex of L and \K\
is either a simplex of K or empty. By Δ we shall denote a (closed)
r-simplex of K. Then by V and Π we denote the (n— r)-, (n— r+2}cells dual to Δ in K and L respectively, (v and Π are covered by
subcomplexes of K' and L' respectively.) By $tq we shall denote the
polyhedron consisting of dual cells V where Δ ranges over K—Kn~q~l.
Similarly by ϊϊί+2 we denote the polyhedron consisting of dual cells Π
where Δ € K-Kn~g~\ Note that %ln+2 is the star neighborhood N(K', U).
If an orientation is assigned to Δ, the orientation of v (Π) is naturally
determined such that the intersection number of Δ and V(Π) in M(W)
is 1. We shall always assigne an orientation to Δ and use those natural
orientation for V and Π throughout the paper. It is obvious that the
(»-l, w + l)-knot (Lk(x, K\ Lk(x, L)) is trivial if xeM- \Kn~2\9 and that
M is (w-l)-flat in W.
Lemma 1. // M is p-flat in W then for each r-simplex Δ of K the
(n — r—1, n — r+l)-knot (3v, 3D) is trivial where r>/>>0 and for each
(p— \Ysimplex Δ the (n—p, n—p+2)-knot (3v, 3D) is locally flat, where
Proof. Let x be an interior point of an r-simplex Δ of K. It is
elementary to check that that the (n— 1, w + l)-knots (Lk(x, K\ Lk(x, L))
and (3Δ*3v, 3Δ*3Π) are equivalent, where X*Y is the join of X and Y.
If (3v, 3D) is not trivial then (Lk(x, K\ Lk(xy L)} is not locally flat, because
the latter is the suspension of the former. In particular (Lk(x, K\ Lk(x, L))
is not trivial, contradiction. Therefore (3v, 3D) is trivial.
Let x be a point of 3v where Δ is a (p— l)-simplex of K. Then x
is an interior point of a ^-simplex η of K where q^>p—~L. Let £ be
the face opposite to Δ in η and c be the barycenter of 8. Since the
(n — 1, w + l)-knot (3(Δ*£)*ZJ?(#, 3v), 3(Δ*c)*L&(#, 3D)) is equivalent to
(Lk(x, K\ Lk(x, L)) which is trivial, the (n-p-l, n-p+l)-knot (Lk(x, 3v),
Lk(x, 3D)) may not be non-trivial. Hence (Lk(x9 3v), Lk(x, 3D)) is trivial
for each x of 3V and (3v, 3D) is locally flat.
DEFINITION 1. Let M=\K\ be 1-flat in W=\L\. By Lemma 1 only
the (n — 1, w + l)-knot (3v, 3D) may not be trivial where Δ is a vertex
of K. We say that a vertex Δ is a non-singular point or singular point
of M in W according as the (n — 1, w + l)-knot class k containing (3v, 3D)
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is a trivial class 0 or &ΦO. If &ΦO, we say that the singularity of M
on W at Δ is of type k. If M in W has singular points Δ^ jΔ^ of type
kl9 9ks, then the unordered set of classes k19 ,kΛ will be called the
collection of singularities of M in T7, which is invariant under the isoneighboring relation as easily seen.
Now let us define the Stiefel-Whitney class ω for M in W following
the argument due to Seifert [7] and Whitney [8]. Let φ be a subpolyΛ
7
hedron of ί£ , we say that a map/c : φ-^ΘΛ^ίί , 1/) is a cross section over
ξ> if «(v)c=3Π for all V of φ.
(a) L0ί or : ξ> -> BN(K', L') fo # cross section, then σ may be extended
to a cross section K over ^[j^\ where ξ> may be empty.
Proof. Define *°(v)= a vertex of 3D if ve®°-£> and Λ°|ξ) = σ |ξ>,
then ι£ .§\}&«-*'dN(K',L') is a cross section over ξ>U®° Let Δ be an
(n— l)-simplex then V and Π are 1-, 3-cells respectively. Let Δ ι y Δ 2 be
w-simplexes incident to Δ then Π x U Π2 is a regular neighborhood of the
0-sphere V x U V 2 in the 2-sρhere 3D, and dΏ-Int (R U Π2) is the cylinder
S1 x / where Int M is the interior of M and / is the closed unit interval.
Then there is a homeomorphism κv : v-*3Π — Int (ΠjUΏO such that
^ v l V 1 U v 2 = ^ I V ι U . V 2 . Define Λ | V = *V if v^ft 1 -^ and /c|V = σ | V if
V6ξ), then /ciφU^-^aN"^, U) is the required cross section.
(b) Using a cross section K : β1 -> dN(K'y L'\ let us define an integral
2-cochain WK of M as follows.
Let Δy be an (w — 2)-simplex of K then v, , Πy are 2-, 4-cells respectively. Then we have a knot (3Vy, 3Πy) and the tube ( = torus)
Ty = 9( U *dyΛ), where U A Πy Λ is a regular neighborhood of 3Vy in ΘΠy when
Δ yAr ranges over (« — l)-simplexes of K incident to Δy by Lemma 4 of
[4]. By the knot theory the longitude bj and the meridian a^ of the
torus Ty are well defined up to homology such that a^dOp in Ty where
Δ (dM) is an ^-simplex having Δy as a face, and such that b^ 3Vy
in U Λ Πy A and £y^0 in 3D j— Int ( (] Λ Πy Λ ) where ^means to be homologous.
By Wy we denote the looping coefficient of *#(3Vy) and 6y in 3Πy. That
is, KxCdVj^Wj aj+bj in Ty. Then an integral 2-cochain W^ of M is
defined by taking Wκ(Vj)=toj for each V y .
The following (c), (d) and (e) are the modification of the arguments
due to Seifert and Whitney.
(c) Let K, σ be cross sections over &1 then Wκ is cohomologous to Wσ
in M. See [8, p. 120].
(d) Let M and W be spheres. Then there is a cross section σ over
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& such that Wσ(Vj}=0 for each v, . See [7, pp. 6-7].
(e) Wκ is a cocycle. See [8, p. 121].
(f) The cohomology class ω containing the cocyle Wκ is independent
of the subdivisions K and L.
Proof. As usual it is sufficient to prove that WL is cohomologous
to Wz where WL and Wz are the cocyles obtained from the subdivisions
K, L and F, Z of M, W respectively such that Z is a subdivision of L
and Y is the subcomplex of Z covering M.
Then it may be assumed that L is transformed to Z by a simple
subdivision (γ, d} of L where 7 is a 1-simplex of L and d is an interior
point of γ, see [1, p. 302]. The proof is separated in two cases. That
is, γ j£ K and γ € K. Since the both cases may be treated similarly, we
shall prove the second one.
Suppose that 7 G K. Let <γ = ab where a and b are vertices of K.
At first we construct an onto map Θ:N(Y', Z')->N(K', L') which takes
the dual cells of d in Y, Z onto the dual cells of γ in Ky L and the dual
cells of c in Y, Z onto the dual cells of itself in K, L respectively, where
c is a vertex of Y other than d. Let Πz be the dual cell of d in Z,
3ΠZ consists of simplexes written vjo^ υg where Vj is the barycenter of
the simplex dc^ Cj and c{ is a vertex of L lying in Lk(d, L). Define
θ(v0 -Vg) = u0 'Ug if c0=a (or δ), where Uι is the barycenter of bc0 cg
(acQ Cg\ θ(vQ~ v<I') = u0 'Ucl if c 0 φα and 6, where w f is the barycenter of
tffov "Cg, θ(d) = e, the barycenter of γ, and 0 | Lk(dy L) = identity. Since a simplex of Z' in the star St(d, L) is either the join of a simplex lying in Lk(d, L)
and a simplex in 3ΠZ, or the join of a simplex in 3Π^ and d, the map
(9 may be extended over the star St(d, L) and then over N(Y', Z') by
taking identity on N(Y', Z'}—St(d, L). Then the map θ is the required one.
By (d) and (a) we may construct a cross section K defining Wz such
that Wz(Vy) = 0 for each 2-cell V y which is on 3vF and V F is the cell dual
1
1
to d in F and such that for each point x of ffi the set fl" ^) is mapped
by θ/c to a point of dN(K', L'\ Then the mapping θκθ~l is well defined
which is a cross section over Sϊ1 defining W^, such that WI,(VA:)=O for
each 2-cell VA which is on 9v/r and V* is the cell dual to γ in K, and
such that WZ(V)=WL(V} for each (n—2)-simplex Δ of K, which does
not contain γ. Hence Wz is cohomologous to WL.
DEFINITION 2. Let a closed w-manifold M=\K\ be in an («+2)manifold T7=|L| without boundary. Then by (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and
(f) a 2-dimensional cohomology class ω of M is defined, called the StiefelWhitney class of M in W.
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We gather the above in the following :
Lemma 2. The Stiefel-Whitney class ω of M in W is invariant under
the iso-neighboring relation. Moreover, ω is the identity if W is (n+2)space R.
3. The dual skeletonwise extension scheme
NOTATION B. Let M ί =|/ί ί | be a closed w-manifold in an (w-f2)manifold T7f = | L f | without boundary, ί = l, 2. Suppose that φ :M1-^M2
is a homeomorphism which is simplicial relative to K^ and K2. Then
by Δ;,Δ, y we shall denote simplexes of Kf such that φ(Δ1}=Δ2, Φ(Δ1J7)
= Δ 2 y. Since φ induces an isomorphism between complexes Kλ and /£>
and the correspondence between Δ, and V, is one-to-one, φ also induces
an isomorphism, written φ, between $? and $f by taking Φ(V 1 )=V 2 .
Since the correspondence between Δ, and Π, is one-to-one, φ also induces
a one-to-one correspondence ψ between cells of 9i?+2 and cells of ϋftf+2,
by taking
(0) L0f Mt=\Ki\ be a closed n-manifold in an (n+2)-manifold
Wi=\Li\ without boundary. Let φ:M1^M2 be a homeomorphism which
is simplicial relative to Kτ and K2. Then there is a homeomorphism
ψ°:5Rϊ-^! such that ψ>°|®°-φ, and ψXΠ^Π, for each n-simplex Δ, of
Proof. For each ^-simplex Δ^czM,-) of /£",-, 3Πt is a 1-sphere and
we have a homeomorphism ψ" ΘΠi-^ΘΠg. Since V, is the point such
that Df is the join Vi*(3Πί), there is a homeomorphism Ψ7 : Π1->D2 such
that fiaΠ^t" and ψ ^ l V ^ Φ I V x . Since all Π, are disjoint, t°:5R?^5R|
defined by ^[D^ ψ17 is a homeomorphism such that ψ °|Jt;=φ and
ψ °(Π1)=D2 for each Δ, , proving (0).
(O)-^(l). Under the situation of (0), furthermore we suppose that
Φ*(ω2)=ω1 whereωiis the Stiefel-Whitney class of Mi in W{. Then there
is a homeomorphism p: 3ίf->ϊli such that p\®l = φ and /o(Π1)=Π2 /or
(n — V)-simplex Δ, o/ /Γ, αwrf 5^cA that for each (n—2}-simplex Δ o o
a
2j> P*bιj~*b2j on the tube T2J, see (b) i« §2.
Proof. Let Δ,Λ , Δ f δ be w-simplexes incident to an (n — l)-simplex Δ, .
Then Πίβ U Πgb is a regular neighborhood of the 0-sphere 3v* in the
2-sρhere 3Π, by [4]. Since Oia{jΏib consists of disjoint 2-cells and
φ:M1^M2 is orientation preserving, there is an onto homeomorphism
^" ΘΠ^aΠ, such that ψ"(3v1)=3V2 and γ'\Ώla UΠ lδ =^°|Π 1Λ [jΏlb.
Since Π, is the join ct*(3Π, ) and Vi = Ci*(3v<) where c, is the bary center
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of Δ,, we have an onto homeomorphism < ψ >/ :Π 1 -^Π 2 such that
.
=ψ// for each Δ,. Define ψ1 by taking •ψ'^Π^ψ ' for each (n — 1>
simplex Δ 1? we have a homeomorphism ψ1 : Ji?-» !ftf such that ψ^ίϊ^φ
and ^r\a^^a2j on T2y for each (w-2)-simplex Δ,v of /ξ . Let κ\$t\
ί , LΊ) be a cross section we, have integers wljy w2j such that
on Tιy and ψ*^(3Vιy)— W2ja2j + b2j on T2y.
Let Wi(Vij)=W{j
^en Wt is a 2-cocycle contained in ω, . Since
φ*(ω2)=α)ι> j^.φ^^sx for a 1-cochain X of M19 where δ is the
coboundary operator. Since 3Π, — Int (Πia\]Πib) is the finite cylinder
Q, there is an onto homeomorphism 9/:Π1-*Π2 such that η\Dla\jΠlb
= ΨΊΠ^yΠtf and (^)3|c(v1)-ψ i^*(V1)=(X V1)β2y on T2j, where Z ^ is
the coefficient of V x in X. Define p by taking p\Π1 = τj if ^" VjφO, and
otherwise. Since T71~φ*T72=8X,
+b
Since p
j
2j on T2y for each Δ o .
b2

On T 2 .

(l)->(2). f/wί/^r /Λ^ situation c/(0)->(l), suppose that Mi is (n— 2)m PΓt . TA^w /A0r£ w ΛW owί<9 homeomorphism ψ2 : ^ί-^
(n-2)-simplex Δ,- c/ ^.
Proof. Let Δ^ be (w-l)-simplexes of K{ incident to Δ,. Then
U/n*v is a regular neighborhood of the 1-sphere 3v* in the 3-sphere
3D, by [4]. By Lemma 1, the knot (3v*, 3Π, ) is trivial, and then there
is an onto homeomorphism βid^^d^ such that θ\/d^2=φ-1\d^2 and
such that 0(UyΠ 2 y)= U/Πi/ bY Theorem 1 of [4]. So we have a homeomorphism pθ: (jjΏ2j-> UyΠ 2 y such that (pθ\az^a2 and (pθ)^b2^b2 on
T2(=3( U/Π 2 y)) By the argument due to Baer [2] p0| T2: T2-+ T2 is isotopic to the identity. And then by Theorem 4 of [4] there is an onto
homeomorphism a :3Π2-^aΠ2 such that a\ [ ) j Ώ 2 / = p 0 \ UyΠ 2 y.
Taking ψ" = aθ~\ then ψ//:3D1->3D2 is an onto homeomorphism
such that ψ"| UyΠιy = P Since Df is the join cf *(3Πf) and Vί = c, *(3Vί)
where ct- is the barycenter of Δ, , we have an onto homeomorphism
ψ' / :Π 1 ^Π 2 such that ψ1|3Π=ψ//. Then ψ*:9fc}-»9lί defined by ψ^|Πί
^ψ7, is an onto homeomorphism such that ψ2\®l=φ and ψ^D^^Πg for
each (n—2)-simplex Δ t -, proving (l)-*(2).
Under the conditions that there is a homeomorphism φrΛ^-^Mg
which is simplicial relative to K^ and K2, Φ*(ω2)=ω1, and M, is (w—2)flat in Wi, we have proved the following (m) for m<2.
+2

+2

(m) There is an onto homeomorphism ty™ : ?if -> Jl£* such that ψ™ \ $T
= φ and ψ>>ll(Πϊl+2)=Π?+2 for each (n—m}-simplex Δ, of K{.
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Proof of Theorem A. The necessity follows from §2. Let
φ:M1-^M2 be a given homeomorphism, it may be assumed that φ is
simplicial with respect to K^ and K2 . Furthermore since any point x of a
closed manifold may be mapped into a given point y of the manifold
by a homeomorphism of the manifold onto itself, it is assumed that the
(n — m — 1, n — m + l)-knots (3Vι, 3Πj) and (3V2, 3D2) belong to the same
class for every pair of m-simplexes Δj and Δ 2 by Lemma 1 and the assumption of Theorem A.
Then (0), (0)-»(1), (l)-»(2) hold. Suppose that all (m) are proved
for m<n. Since Λ;=M, and SRJ+2 ==#(/£"<, LQ, the homeomorphism
ψ*:9fc;+2-->9Ϊ2+2 is the required homeomorphism ψ1. Therefore it remains
to prove that the proposition (2) implies the proposition (3).
Let Δ 0 be a 1-simplex of K{ incident to a vertex Δ,. Then
= Uy^W where U^Π t vCi3Π t and (J/EW is a regular neighborhood of the
2-sphere 3V, in the 4-sphere 3Π, by Lemma 4 of £4], Since 3v, is
locally flat in 3D, by Lemma 1, the tube T, (=3( U/Π*v)) ^s homeomorphic
to S2 x S1 by Theorem B of [5]. Since the corresponding (2, 4)-knots
(dV19 3DJ and (3V 2> 3Π2) belong to the same class, there is a homeomorphism θ:'dϋ\2->'dΏl such that 0|3v 2 =Φ~Ί3V 2 and ^(Uy^y)^ UyΠiy bY
Theorem 1 of [4]. Then ^θ\ T2 : T2 -* T2 is an onto homeomorphism
such that

and
Therefore γ2θ\T2: T2-*T2 is isotopic to either the identity or the
homeomorphism T, see [3 p. 320]. Since T may not be extended over
UyΠ 2 / , Ψ 2 0|T 2 is isotopic to the identity by [3 p. 323]. Then, by
Theorem 4 of [4], there is a homeomorphism α:3D2->3Π2 such that
2
Then α^-1:3D1->3D2 is a homeomorphism such
a\ U y D 2 y=^ 6>| UyΠ 2 y.
l
2
that aθ~ \ U y D ι y =ψ | (JyΠiy Then, by the similar argument in (l)->(2),
we may obtain the required homeomorphism ψ3.
WASEDA UNIVERSITY
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